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Innovation is
crucial for
transforming lives.
The Government
is now involving
citizens ranging
from school children
to adults in this
transformation with
Atal Innovation
Mission

INNOVATIONS GALORE
IN NEW INDIA

समाचार-सार

Mann Ki Baat 2.0

Episode 17: October 25, 2020

Khadi goes Global amid
talks of Vocal for Local
Prime Minister Narendra Modi called upon the countrymen to light a Diya on Diwali to express
solidarity for the bravehearts who are away from their families guarding the borders, and
reminded the nation to not let the guard down in the fight against COVID-19
VOCAL FOR LOCAL: When you go for shopping,
do remember our resolve of going ‘Vocal for
Local’. We have to accord the top priority to the
local products.
INDIAN SPORTS: Mallakhambh is gaining
popularity in many countries. Mallakhambh
training centers are running at many locations
across America. Mallakhambh is gaining
popularity in and around 20 other countries
including Germany, Poland and Malaysia.
Recently, its World Championship was also
introduced which saw participants from many
countries.
BRAVEHEART SOLDIERS: We must also think
of our braveheart soldiers who are stationed on
our borders in the line of duty. We have to light a
lamp at home in their honour.
OAXACA KHADI: Khadi long recognised as an
eco-friendly fabric has also become a fashion
statement. Not only is popularity of Khadi rising,
but it is also being produced in many parts of the
world. There is a place in Mexico called Oaxaca
where people in many villages produce Khadi.
Mark Brown introduced the villagers of Oaxaca
in Mexico to Khadi and trained them. And now
Oaxaca Khadi has become a brand.
TRADITION OF PILGRIMAGE: Pilgrimage
knits India in a common thread. Often people
in our country say or chant while bathing with a
hallowed belief, the mantra of unity:
Gange CheYamuneChaive Godavari Saraswati.
Narmade Sindhu Kaveri Jale asminn Sannidhim
Kuru
Similarly, the holy sites of Sikhs include 'Nanded
Sahib' and 'Patna Sahib' Gurdwaras. Our Sikh

Gurus too have enriched the spirit of unity through
their lives and noble deeds.
VALMIKI JAYANTI: I pay my obeisance to
Maharshi Valmiki and extend my heartiest
greetings to the countrymen on this special
occasion. He is a beacon of great hope for
millions of the impoverished and Dalits… instills
hope and trust within them.
REMEMBERING SARDAR PATEL: We have
discussed many great aspects about Sardar
Patel’s personality but did you know he was also
blessed with an outstanding sense of humour?
Bapu had said that the jestful banter of Sardar
Patel made him laugh so much that he would get
cramps in the stomach. This happened not just
once but several times during the day. We also
remain eternally grateful to him for his efforts to
unify India.
PENCIL VILLAGE: When children all over the
country do their homework, or prepare notes,
somewhere behind this lies the hard work of the
people of Pulwama! The Kashmir Valley meets
almost 90% of the national demand for Pencil
slats, i.e. the timber casings. Of these, a very
large share comes from Pulwama. In Pulwama,
Oukhoo is known as the Pencil Village.
AGRICULTURE: The new possibilities in the
agriculture sector are attracting youth towards
it. Technology-based service has made possible
home delivery of agricultural produce in
Jharkhand and Madhya Pradesh. In another new
beginning, a company in Maharashtra is offering
bonus to farmers to win their heart.
Tune in to Mann Ki Baat by scanning QR Code
Diwali Celebration In
Ayodhya in 2019
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FROM EDITOR'S DESK
Sadar Namaskar,
Innovation is a key to development and the latest edition of the New India
Samachar is an attempt to present before our readers the strides that have been
taken since 2014 under Prime Minister Narendra Modi in making innovation a part
of our education system, temperament and the very thought process. This edition
is studded with stories related to the development trajectory besides including the
story behind the making of the Constitution as India celebrates the sixth Constitution
Day on November 26.
Cover story on Atal Innovation Mission is a vision to cultivate one million children
as 'Neoteric Innovators’. Atal Innovation Mission is establishing Atal Tinkering
Laboratories in schools across India.
The Prime Minister paying his respect to the Constitution on the occasion of
Constitution Day has been given as pictorial depiction.
Story on Science Setu tells how new innovations are helping in the growth
trajectory of the Government and agriculture being the biggest beneficiary.
The Government has taken several steps to stem the menace of air pollution
which recurringly worsens with the onset of the winters coincident with burning
of crop residue (parali) left behind after the Kharif harvest especially in the DelhiNCR region and its neighbouring states. International Solar Alliance talks about
clean energy commitment of the Government and how India is taking along the
international community in this endeavour.
Flagship Scheme Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojna tells the Government's commitment
for housing for all. Important Cabinet decisions on Jammu and Kashmir and
agriculture tell the commitment of the Government towards good governance.
Testimonials are the regular feature with positive stories of India. Scientist Dr C V
Raman features in the Bharat Ratna series in this issue.
Overwhelmed by the encouraging feedback that you have been providing through
email, we are now introducing a new feature that will comprise some of your
responses. We are eagerly waiting for your feedback and suggestions.
Please send your response:
Address : 		
Bureau of Outreach and Communication, IInd Floor,
				
Soochna Bhawan, New Delhi - 110003
e-mail 		 :
response-nis@pib.gov.in
With your blessings
(K S DHATWALIA)
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I would like to thank New India Samachar for its
comprehensive coverage on different issues.
The magazine’s style structure with click of page
progression makes the reading so much enjoyable.
On the contents page, please provide a hyperlink to
take the reader to the respective page.
The selection of language was not very clear to me
on the email. I had to click several times to read it in
English. Keep up the good work.

Mail Box
It is a great pleasure to
receive the New India
Samachar and get the
news about important
developments taking place
in India. I always share
the magazine with the
members of our “Discover
India Club” (DIC) in Japan,
which was established
seven years ago to promote
cultural and people-topeople relationship between
India and Japan. I would
also recommend that the
magazine should be sent to
the Japan India Association
in Japan, if not already
being sent. Their website:
https://www.japan-india.
com/english
rabindermalik@hotmail.
com

Bal Trivedi-Houston, TX USA- baltrivedi@
gmail.com
It is really a good work and articles of the
New India Samachar magazine are very
interesting and informative for all of us.
Thanks a lot.
savitapal97@gmail.com
I have gone through the recent edition i.e.
1 to 15 November 2020 of the magazine. It
is a nice and detailed presentation within
a short space. It is a good publication
covering all the areas. Please keep it up
with the same spirit. I wish all the very
best to this patriotic magazine.
ritabrata446@gmail.com
I am S Ramakrishna from Telangana. I
have started reading New India Samachar
from the last issue. I would like to
congratulate you for this good work. Your
efforts in bringing out this fortnightly
magazine are marvellous. Thank you for
issuing it in regional languages too. My
wishes to all of you for the festive season
coming ahead.
siddamramakrishna@gmail.com
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News Briefs

BOOST TO ROAD CONNECTIVITY IN DIFFICULT TERRAINS

U

nion Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh dedicated
44 major permanent bridges
to the Nation on October 12,
2020, imparting a major fillip
to road connectivity in the
Western, Northern and North
East areas of the country
which have military as well as
strategic importance. These
bridges, with their lengths
ranging from 30 to 484 metres,
will make transport smoother
for the civilian people as
well and enable them to fulfil
their aspirations. Built by the
Border Roads Organisation
(BRO), these bridges are
located in seven States and
Union Territories including
ten bridges in Jammu and
Kashmir.
The Defence Minister also
laid the foundation stone for
the strategically important

Nechiphu Tunnel on the
road to Tawang in Arunachal
Pradesh. Work has also
begun on Zojila Tunnel which
upon completion will provide
all-weather
connectivity
between Srinagar Valley and
Leh through Dras and Kargil.

The ceremonial blasting
at the site took place on
October 15, 2020. The
14.15-km-long tunnel will cut
down the time taken to cross
the Zozila Pass from more
than 3.5 hours currently to
just 15 minutes.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTION FOR WATER TESTING: LAB ON WHEELS!

S

upply of clean and safe water is crucial
for public health for which regular
testing is imperative. Hence, surveillance
and monitoring of water quality are natural
and integral components of the Jal Jeevan
Mission. To pursue this objective, Haryana
Government has launched a state-of-the-art
mobile water testing laboratory van, equipped
with multi-parameter system containing
analysers, sensor, probes, instruments meant
for water testing. The major water-quality
issues in Haryana are Total Dissolved Solids,
(TDS) fluorides, nitrates, iron and alkalinity.
This lab is GPS-enabled for tracking its
location. It also has a fully automated, sensor-
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based analyser controlled by a centrally
commanded software. The results of
analysis are displayed instantly on the LED
panel fitted in the van.

GKRA: ENSURING EARNING,
VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT

GOVERNMENT-SWIGGY TO TAKE
STREET VENDORS ONLINE

A

s a part of Prime Minister Street
Vendor’s AatmaNirbhar Nidhi (PM
SVANidhi) Scheme, Ministry of Housing
and Urban Affairs (MoHUA) has entered
into an MoU with Swiggy, the leading food
ordering and delivery platform in India. This
will bring street-food vendors on its e-commerce platform, giving them online access
to thousands of consumers, and help them
grow their businesses. This initiative aims
to help over 50 lakh street vendors in doing business during the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic where physical distancing is the
key to check the spread of the infection. To
begin with, MoHUA and Swiggy will run a pilot programme by onboarding 250 vendors
across five cities viz. Ahmedabad, Chennai,
Delhi, Indore, and Varanasi. Street vendors
will be helped with PAN and FSSAI registration, training on technology/partner App usage, menu digitisation and pricing, hygiene
and packaging.

APP LAUNCHED FOR
LEATHER WORKERS

I

n order to provide a single platform
to integrate quality assurance across
all its services, the Leather Sector Skill
Council (LSSC) announced the launch of
Skill Certification Assessment for Leather
Employees (SCALE) India Android App.
This unique initiative aims to provide a
one-stop solution for skilling, learning,
assessment and employment needs of
the leather and leather products industry.

G

arib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyaan (GKRA) was
launched in the wake of COVID-19 outbreak to
create employment opportunities for migrant workers returning to their villages, and other similarly affected citizens in the rural areas across 116 districts
in 6 states. As of October 15, over Rs 33,000 Crore
have been spent in creating 33 Crore man-days of
employment under the project. Works undertaken
as part of the project include construction of nearly
1,40,000 water conservation structures, 4,31,640 rural houses, 38,287 cattle sheds, 26,459 farm ponds,
and 17,935 community sanitary complexes. A total
of 7,816 works have been taken up through District
Mineral Funds, 2,123 Gram Panchayat have been
provided Internet connectivity and 22,592 works
were related to solid and liquid waste management.
Also, 65,374 people have been provided skill training
through Krishi Vigyan Kendras.

I

INTERVIEW FOR JOBS
ABOLISHED

nterview for jobs has been abolished in 23 States
and 8 Union Territories in a follow up to the abolition of interview for Group-B (Non- Gazetted) and
Group-C posts in the Central Government in 2016.
Speaking from the rampart of Red Fort on August
15, 2015, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had suggested abolishing the interview and selecting candidates solely on the basis of written test. On a
quick follow up to the Prime Minister’s advice, the
Department of Personnel and Training undertook
an expeditious exercise and within three months
completed the entire process to abolish interview
for recruitment in the Central Government.
New India Samachar 5

Special Report Constitution Day

THE CONSTITUTION:

INDIA’S HOLY BOOK
We, the people of
India, adopted our
Constitution on
November 26, 1949.
While the date has
been important for
the nation, it was
only in 2015 that the
Government decided
to celebrate November
26 as the 'Constitution
Day' every year in a
tribute to Babasaheb
Bhimrao Ambedkar,
the chief architect of
our Constitution, on his
125th birth anniversary

T

heoretically, a Constitution is essentially
a body of fundamental principles which
guides the Government of country. It ensures rights and dignity to its citizens, and upholds the unity of the nation. For every country,
the Constitution is its soul. For India, it is much
more because it embodies the ethos that guided our freedom fighters in their struggle for the
country's Independence. The distilled wisdom
of its makers, the Indian Constitution is the conscience keeper of the Government and offering
6 New India Samachar

a protection to the country's democratic fabric.
The Indian Constitution was adopted on November 26, 1949, and a few of its provisions came
into effect immediately and the rest came into
force on January 26, 1950.
Every year, the nation celebrates August
15 (Independence Day) and January 26 (Republic Day) on a grand scale. But November 26 had been consigned to the attic
of our collective national consciousness.
After assuming the office, Prime Minister

Narendra Modi decided to celebrate
this day on a scale that befits its significance. The aim behind this was simple – to make the new generation well
aware of the Constitution and help
them understand it in a better way so
that they can contribute in the making
of a New India.
The decision was a tribute to Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar, the chief
architect of the Constitution, on his
125th birth anniversary. Prime Minister Narendra Modi said Dr Ambedkar
played a seminal role in the framing of
the Indian Constitution as the Chairman of the Drafting Committee of the
Constitution. He also said that celebrating November 26 does not mean
January 26 will lose its importance.
The Prime Minister said that in a
diverse country such as India, it was
important that the people were made
aware of the provisions of the Con-

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on October 11, 2015
in Mumbai made an announcement to celebrate the
Constitution Day on November 26 every year

A CHOICEST SELECTION

T

hough the Indian Constitution draws upon the constitutions of many other countries, yet, it offers a
unique set of laws for India. Constitution makers studied constitutions of more than 60 countries
to give India what suited it the best. Retaining the basic structure of the Government of India Act, 1935,
the Indian Constitution has adopted provisions from the Constitutions of Britain, Ireland, the US, South
Africa, Canada, France, Australia, Russia, Germany and Japan. Provisions such as the federal structure,
office of Governor, Judiciary, Public Service Commissions, Emergency Provisions, Administrative
details have taken from the Government of India Act, 1935. Ideals of republic, liberty, equality and
fraternity in the Preamble were taken from the Constitution of France. The language of the Preamble
was taken from Australia's Constitution and the style of the Preamble was taken from the US.
WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT: The
Indian Constitution offers equality for
all and provides for the Rule of Law. It
guarantees fundamental rights to each
and every citizen, whether underprivileged
or oppressed, backward or deprived. It
protects their fundamental rights and
safeguards their interests.

PROVISIONS OF AMENDMENTS: Provision for
amendments make a constitution more flexible.
Makers of the Constitutions knew that with the
changing times, the Constitution will need to be
amended. Therefore, they provided a detailed
amending procedure while ensuring that it is not
amenable to the whims of the rulers. So far, the
Consitution has seen104 amendments, the latest
being in January, 2020.
New India Samachar 7

Special Report Constitution Day

COMMITTEES OF THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY

Seventeen separate committees were constituted
by the Constituent Assembly on various important
issues. Here is the list
Name of the Committee
Committee on the Rules of
Procedure
Steering Committee
Finance and Staff
Committee
Credential Committee
House Committee
Order of Business
Committee
Ad hoc Committee on the
National Flag
Committee on the
Functions of the
Constituent Assembly

Chairman
Rajendra Prasad

States Committee
Advisory Committee on
Fundamental Rights,
Minorities and Tribal and
Excluded Areas
Minorities Sub-Committee
Fundamental Rights
Sub-Committee
North-East Frontier Tribal
Areas and Assam Exluded
& Partially Excluded Areas
Sub-Committee
Excluded and Partially
Excluded Areas (Other than
those in Assam)
Sub-Committee
Union Powers Committee
Union Constitution
Committee
Drafting Committee

Jawaharlal Nehru
Vallabhbhai Patel
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Rajendra Prasad
Rajendra Prasad
Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar
B. Pattabhi Sitaramayya
K.M. Munsi
Rajendra Prasad
G.V. Mavalankar

H.C. Mookherjee
J.B. Kripalani
Gopinath Bardoloi

A.V. Thakkar

Jawaharlal Nehru
Jawaharlal Nehru
B.R. Ambedkar

stitution. Observing November 26 as the
Constitution Day reflects the Union Government’s thinking in that light, he said, adding
that the concept will evolve over time. “After
Independence when crores of people dreamt
of moving ahead with new hopes and their
spirit was high despite adverse conditions
prevailing at that time, it was not an easy
task to give a Constitution acceptable to all.
In a country which has more than a dozen
religions, which has more than a hundred
languages and more than 1,700 dialects,
where people who have been living even in
forests besides in cities and towns with their
own faiths, it was not an easy task to bring
all of them on one platform and prepare this
historic document that respects their faiths,”
the Prime Minister said on November 26,
2017.
Before the Constitution was adopted and
implemented, India was governed by the
Government of India Act, 1935, passed by
Parliament of the United Kingdom.
THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
The Constituent Assembly first met on
December 9, 1946, with 389 members chosen by indirect election by the members
of the Provincial Legislative Assemblies,
as recommended by the Cabinet Mission
Plan. On December 11, 1946, Dr Rajendra
Prasad was appointed as the President and
Harendra Coomar Mookerjee the Vice-President of the Constituent Assembly. After
the Partition under the Mountbatten Plan
of June 3, 1947, a separate Constituent
Assembly was created for Pakistan. Thus
representatives of some Provinces ceased

SESSIONS OF THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
FIRST SESSION:

SEVENTH SESSION:

SECOND SESSION:

November 4,1948 January 8, 1949

THIRD SESSION:

May 16 - June 16, 1949

December 9-23, 1946
January 20-25, 1947

April 28-May 2, 1947

FOURTH SESSION:

EIGHTH SESSION:
NINTH SESSION:

July 14-31, 1947

July 30- September 18,
1949

August 14-30, 1947

October 6-17, 1949

FIFTH SESSION:
SIXTH SESSION:
January 27, 1948

TENTH SESSION:

ELEVENTH SESSION:
November 14-26, 1949

WORLD’S LONGEST
CONSTITUTION
Indian Constitution
is the longest for any
sovereign country in the
world. In its current form
it has a Preamble, 22
parts with 395 Articles,
12 Schedules, four
Appendices and 104
Amendments

WOMEN IN THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY

Indian Constitution was formed when women in many parts of the
world were denied basic rights. A total of 15 women were part of the
Constituent Assembly, including Sarojini Naidu, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur,
Hansaben Jivraj Mehta, Sucheta Kripalani and G. Durgabai.
to be members of the Assembly.
As a result, the membership of the Assembly
was reduced to 299. The Constitution of India
came into force on January 26, 1950. On that
day, the Assembly ceased to exist, transforming
itself into the Provisional Parliament of India until a new Parliament was constituted in 1952.
MAKING OF WORLD’S LONGEST
CONSTITUTION
The Constituent Assembly met for the first
time in New Delhi on December 9, 1946, in what
is now called the Central Hall of Parliament
House.
The Constituent Assembly took almost three
years -- two years, eleven months and seventeen
days to be precise -- to complete its historic task
of drafting the Constitution for an Independent

After
Independence
when crores of
people dreamed
of moving ahead
with new hopes
and their spirit
was high despite
adverse conditions
prevailing at that
time it was not an
easy task to give
a Constitution
acceptable to all
The Prime
Minister said on
November 26,
2017

India. During this period, it held eleven sessions
covering a total of 165 days. On December 13,
1946, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru moved the Objectives Resolution which was unanimously adopted by the Constituent Assembly on January
22, 1947. Late in the evening of August 14, 1947
the Assembly met in the Constitution Hall and at
the stroke of midnight, took over as the Legislative Assembly of an Independent India.
On August 29, 1947, the Constituent Assembly set up a Drafting Committee under the Chairmanship of Dr B.R. Ambedkar to prepare a Draft
Constitution for India. On January 4, 1948, the
first draft was ready. While deliberating upon
the Draft Constitution, the Assembly moved,
discussed and disposed of as many as 2,473
amendments out of a total of 7,635 tabled.
New India Samachar 9

Special Report Constitution Day

CITIZENS, ADMINISTRATORS MUST
MOVE AHEAD IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
SPIRIT OF THE CONSTITUTION

P

In the year 2010, on November 26, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, then Chief Minister of Gujarat
took out the Shobha Yatra by keeping a copy of the
Constitution on an elephant. He himself walked
before the elephant in the entire journey

rime Minister in the Mann Ki Baat programme
on November 26, 2017, said it is every citizen's
duty that they must abide by the Constitution in its
letter and spirit. "Citizens and administrators alike
must move ahead in accordance with the spirit of
our Constitution. The message that our Constitution
conveys is that no one should be harmed in any way.
It is natural to remember Babasaheb Ambedkar on
Constitution Day," the Prime Minister said.
Speaking at a separate event on the same day,
he said: "The time demands that all of us should
strengthen each other. One institution should be able
to understand requirements of the other and also
understand the challenges faced by it. When these
three institutions (executive, judiciary and legislature)
will focus on their duties enshrined in the constitution,
only then, they will be able to rightfully tell the citizens
of the country. Please follow your duties and think of
society and country by shedding the mentality of why
should I bother'."

The Constitution of India was adopted on November 26, 1949 and the members appended
their signatures to it on January 24, 1950. In all,
284 members actually signed the Constitution.
A handwritten document: The first copy of the
Constitution of India was written in hand. Calligrapher Prem Behari Narain Raizada prepared the
English version in a flowing italic style while Vasant Krishna Vaidya prepared Hindi copy. These
were illustrated by artist Nandalal Bose and his
team from Kala Bhavana, Santiniketan, in West
Bengal. The original Hindi as well as English copies of the Indian Constitution, are kept in special
helium-filled cases in the Library of Parliament
of India. From the handwritten document, 1,000
copies were printed using lithography printing
in the Survey of India (SoI)’s Northern Printing
Group office located in Hathibarkala area of Dehradun. The first printed copy was hardbound and
10 New India Samachar

is safe in a cupboard of the Northern Printing Division.
WHY THE CONSTITUTION WAS ADOPTED ON
JANUARY 26
On December 31, 1929, the Congress adopted the Poorna Swaraj Resolution and called
upon the people to celebrate January 26 as the
Independence Day every year. After the Independence, it was decided that the Constitution
would come into force on January 26, 1950.
70 TH ANNIVERSARY OF ADOPTION OF THE
CONSTITUTION CELEBRATED IN 2019
The 70th anniversary of adoption of the Constitution of India was celebrated in the Central Hall
of Parliament House -- the place where it was
adopted in 1949. Mass reading of the Preamble
to the Constitution was held at 11:00 AM on the
Constitution Day.

It will be necessary for us Indians
Muslims, Christians, Jews, Parsis,
and all others to whom India
is their home, to recognize a
common flag to live and to die for
- Mahatma Gandhi

INDIAN TRICOLOUR:

NATION’S PRIDE & IDENTITY

T

he National Flag of a country is not
just a part of its identity but also a
symbol of its freedom. For India, the
flag is a symbol of people’s hope, affection
and strength. The Indian Flag, also known
as the Tricolour (having three colours), also
symbolises truth and peace.
As India is celebrating the Constitution
Day, it becomes even more important to
have a look at the journey of the Indian flag.
The flag was an important weapon in India’s
freedom against the British rule.
The National Flag of India, in its present form, was adopted by the Constituent
Assembly on July 22, 1947. It served as
the National Flag of the Dominion of India
between August 15, 1947, and January
26, 1950, and that of the Republic of India
thereafter. The Indian National Flag represents hopes and aspirations of the people
of India. It is a symbol of the national pride.
Over the last seven decades, several people
including members of armed forces have
ungrudgingly laid down their lives to keep
the Tricolour flying in its full glory.

THE INDIAN FLAG
l The Indian flag is a horizontal tricolor with saffron (kesari) at the top,
white in the middle and green at the
bottom in equal proportion. Saffron
indicates strength and courage,
white indicates peace and truth
and green is the colour of fertility,
growth and auspiciousness of the
land.
l The ratio of width of the flag to its
length is two to three.
New India Samachar 11

Special Report

Constitution Day

THE CHAKRA
l At the centre of
the white band is a
24-spoke navy-blue
chakra called Dharma Chakra. Taken
from the Lion Capital of the Ashokan
pillar, the "wheel of
the law" 'symbolises
the progressiveness
of the country. Its
diameter
approximates to the width
of the white band

FLAG CODE
l On January 26, 2002, the Indian Flag Code was modified after
almost 55 years of Independence, allowing the people of India
to hoist the National Flag at their homes, offices and factories every day and not just on National days as was the case
earlier. Now Indians can proudly display the National Flag
anywhere and anytime, as long as the provisions of the Flag
Code are strictly followed to avoid any inadvertant disrespect
to the Tricolour. For the sake of convenience, the Flag Code
of India, 2002, has been divided into three parts: Part I of the
Code contains general description of the National Flag; Part
II of the Code is devoted to the display of the National Flag
by members of public, private organisations, educational institutions, etc; and Part III of the Code relates to display of
the National Flag by Central and State governments and their
organisations and agencies.

EVOLUTION OF THE TRICOLOUR
The Indian Flag has undergone many changes since its first inception during the struggle for freedom. Some
of the historical milestones in the evolution of Indian Flag are:
l The first national flag in India is said to have been hoisted on August 7, 1906, in the Parsee Bagan Square
(Green Park) in Calcutta (now Kolkata). The flag comprised three horizontal strips of red, yellow and green.
l The second flag was hoisted in 1907 in Paris by Madame Cama and her band of exiled revolutionaries.
This was similar to the first flag. This flag was also exhibited at a socialist conference in Berlin.
l The third flag went up in 1917 when the political struggle had taken a definite turn. Annie Besant and Lokmanya Tilak hoisted it during the Home Rule movement. This flag had five red and four green horizontal
stripes arranged alternately, with seven stars in the saptarishi configuration super-imposed on them. In the
left-hand top corner (the pole end) was the Union Jack. There was also a white crescent and star in one
corner.
l During the 1921 session of the All India Congress Committee at Bezwada (now Vijayawada) an Andhra
youth Pingali Venkayya prepared a flag and took it to Gandhiji. It was made up of two colours, red and
green, representing the two major communities i.e. Hindus and Muslims. The flag adopted in 1931. This
flag was also the battle ensign of the Indian National Army.			
l The year 1931 was a landmark in the history of the flag. A resolution was passed adopting a tricolor flag as
our national flag. This flag, the forerunner of the present one, was saffron, white and green with Mahatma
Gandhi's charkha (spinning wheel) at the centre. It was, however, clarified that it bore no communal significance and was not to be interpreted thus.
l On July 22, 1947, the Constituent Assembly adopted it as Free India National Flag. After the Independence,
the colours and their significance remained the same. Only the Dharma Chakra of Emperor Ashoka replaced the spinning wheel at the centre. 		
Source: https://knowindia.gov.in
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War Against Corona

STRATEGY YIELDS RESULTS
NUMBER OF RECOVERED PATIENTS CROSSES 77 LAKH

F

ocussed efforts of Centre,
States and UTs on effective
clinical management of the
hospitalised cases have ensured
reduction in the Fatality Rate of
COVID-19 in India. It has touched
1.49 per cent. With effective
containment strategy, aggressive
testing and standardised clinical
management protocols based
on holistic standard of care
protocol across government and
private hospitals, the number
of new deaths has significantly
dipped. As part of the COVID-19
management and response policy,
there has been a sharp focus of
the Central Government on not
only containing the COVID-19, but
also reducing deaths and saving
lives by providing quality clinical
care to the critical and severe
patients of COVID.
VICE-PRESIDENT AND
HIS WIFE RECOVER FROM
CORONAVIRUS
After an isolation of around
a month, Vice President M.
Venkaiah Naidu and his wife
Usha Naidu tested negative for
COVID-19 on October 26. They
were under home-quarantine
after
being
diagnosed
with COVID-19 on September
29, 2020.

Jab Tak Dawai Nahi, Tab Tak Dhilai Nahi

92.20 %
RECOVERY
RATE

Two yards
Distance

1.49%

DEATH RATE

Laboratory- Government-1132| Private - 905

Total test so far
Recovered Patients- 77,10,630
11,42,08,384
Total patients
Active cases
83,64,797
5,28,178

There has been a decline in the rate of infection and
deaths in October as compared to the total patient
population. In October, the number of infections fell by
71.61%, while number of deaths decreased by 70.57%
(Figures as on 4 November; Source: Ministry of Health)

AYUSH MINISTRY REVIEWS IMPACTFUL INTERVENTIONS
Secretary, Ministry of AYUSH Vaidya Rajesh
Kotecha chaired a high-level meeting to review various
impactful interventions which the Ministry made
in the recent months and which have significantly
contributed to the prevention and management of
COVID-19. Principal Secretaries and Secretaries of
AYUSH and Health Departments of different States
and UTs took part in the meeting held through video
conferencing. Kotecha appraised the States/UTs of
the recently released National Ayurveda and Yoga
Protocol for Management of Covid-19, the need to
expedite the operationalisation of AYUSH Health
Wellness Centres approved under National AYUSH
Mission (NAM) and the urgent need to improve
the expenditure and fund flow at State/UT level
under NAM.
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Air Pollution

Annual Recurrence

IN QUEST OF CLEAN AIR
Air pollution harms not only humans, animals and plants but inanimate
objects such as rocks, soils, buildings etc, as well. As the name suggests,
the Taj Trapezium ruling of the Supreme Court in 1996 had at its heart the
deleterious effects that the air pollution had on the monument’s health. To
curb the menace of air pollution, the Government is pursuing a programme
of focussed, collective and concerted action

A

ccording to the World Health Organisation
(WHO), air pollution kills more than 38 lakh
people every year across the world. More than
90 per cent children in the world are forced to inhale
polluted air. India has 14 of the most polluted cities in
the world. A thick blanket of smog envelopes several
parts of north India around Diwali and with the on-set
of winter. The menace of air pollution has acquired
more sinister dimension this year in view of the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, amid all this gloom,
there is some reason to cheer. The Government has
taken several measures to fight air pollution even as
it stressed that there is no magic wand for mitigating

India is both aware of, as well as, involved in finding
solutions to pollution. We are leaving no stone
unturned whether it is the Swachh India Campaign,
smoke-less cooking gas, LED campaign, CNG-based
transportation, or electric mobility. We
are emphasising on increasing the
use of ethanol to reduce pollution
caused due to petrol… We are
working on a holistic approach to
reduce pollution in selected 100
cities through an integrated
approach and modern
technology with people’s
participation
-Prime Minister
Narendra Modi
14 New India Samachar

PM PRAISED PUNJAB
FARMER

In his Mann Ki Baat in October 2018,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi praised
Gurbachan Singh a farmer of Punjab.
While fixing the marriage of his son,
Gurbachan Singh urged the bride’s family
to promise that they would not burn

The number of ‘Good’ air
days has increased to 218 in
2020 against 106 in 2016, and
number of ‘poor’ quality air days
decreased to 56 in 2020 against
156 in 2016 from January 1 to
September 30

Minister of Environment, Forest
and Climate Change Prakash
Javadekar said on October 18,
2020 at a Facebook live event

CHECK ON VEHICULAR POLLUTION

l The Government is encouraging blending of ethanol with
petrol. It has set a target of blending 10 per cent ethanol by
2022 and 20 per cent by 2030
l After Bharat Standard IV, the Government switched to Bharat
Standard VI for vehicular emission norms from April 1, 2020.
This will reduce vehicular pollution by up to 70 per cent

PUSA MICROBIAL DECOMPOSER CAPSULE

The Indian Agriculture Research Institute, New Delhi, has
developed Microbial Decomposer Capsules, to address to
the problem of stubble burning. Four such capsules, costing
Rs 5 each, are needed to make 25 litres of a solution that
can be used for rapid decomposition of crop residue over a
hectare of field
parali (stubbles) in their fields. The condition
he placed reflects the true strength of the
society.
In the same episode, the Prime Minister
had also praised Kallar Majra, a village near
Nabha in Punjab. He said that farmers there
mix stubble with the sand by ploughing their
fields rather than burning stubble and adopt
the necessary technology for the process.

The Prime Minister said that all those who are
giving their best for keeping the environment
clean and pollution free are carrying forward
the Indian tradition of a healthy life style as a
true successor.
“Just as a sea is formed by collection of
tiny drops, similarly, a small constructive
step plays a vital role in creating a positive
environment,” the Prime Minister said.
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Air Pollution

Annual Recurrence

MOBILE APPS TO
DISPLAY AQI
S A M E E R :
Launched
in
October
2017,
SAMEER provides
information on air
quality to the public. It
also has provision for registering
complaints against air polluting
activities. Air quality information
collection and dissemination are
done from a centralized location.
It provides real-time air quality
status to all stakeholders apart
from hourly updates on the
National Air Quality Index (AQI)
published by the Central Pollution
Control Board.
SAFAR:
An
integrated early
warning System
of Air Quality
and
Weather
Forecasting
and
Research (SAFAR) was launched
to provide forecast of the Air
Quality and Weather 72 hours in
advance. SAFAR is operational in
four cities – Delhi, Pune, Mumbai
and Ahmedabad.

ACTION PLAN FOR IMPROVING AIR QUALITY

l The Central Government has launched the National
Clean Air Programme as a long-term, time-bound,
national-level strategy to tackle air pollution across
the country in a comprehensive manner with targets to
achieve 20–30 per cent reduction in PM10 and PM2.5
concentrations by 2024 with 2017 as the base year
l One-hundred-and-two non-attainment cities, mostly in
Indo-Gangetic Plains, have been identified on the basis
of ambient air quality data for the period of 2011–
2015 and WHO report 2014/2018. The city-specific
action plans have been approved for all these cities for
implementation on ground
l The Central Government had notified a Comprehensive
Action Plan in 2018 identifying timelines and the
implementing agencies for actions identified for
prevention, control and mitigation of air pollution in the
NCR
l Graded Response Action Plan was notified on January
12, 2017, for prevention, control and abatement of air
pollution in the NCR. It identifies graded measures and
the implementing agencies for response to four AQI
categories, namely, moderate to poor, very poor, severe
and severe+ or emergency

STEPS TAKEN TO CHECK STUBBLE BURNING

l The Government has allocated Rs 1,700 Crore to
States for stubble management. Currently, the
Government is providing 80 per cent subsidy to
cooperatives and 50 per cent subsidy to individuals
on machinery to prevent stubble burning
l Hotspots have been identified in Uttar Pradesh,
Haryana and Rajasthan, and State Governments
have been directed to pay more attention to these
l State action plans have been made and discussed
and will be implemented soon

air pollution and that all stakeholders i.e. the
Centre, States Governments and citizens need
to work in synergy in fighting the malady.
The problem of air pollution during winter in
northern states, especially Delhi, is compounded
by man-made, as well as, meteorological and
geographical factors. On September 29, 2020,
Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate
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Change Prakash Javadekar said: “There's no
magic bullet for mitigation of Air Pollution.
Factors are meteorological and geographical
which get exacerbated by man-made factors
every year during 2-3 months. The Centre, the
Delhi Government, neighboring states and
citizens need to work in synergy. It’s a shared
responsibility.”

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana

Flagship Scheme

A HOME FOR EVERY
HOMELESS BY 2022
After Roti and Kapda, a Makaan i.e. a house of one's own has always been a
dream of every individual. However, a large number of Indians in urban and
rural areas continue to be deprived of a roof over their heads. To redeem the
plight of the homeless, the Government has launched the Pradhan Mantri
Awas Yojana (PMAY)

A

home of one’s own is among the most
basic needs of an individual. But other
pressing needs such as managing
children's education, family's health and other
everyday requirements, keep this dream so
distant for many who are on the lower rungs of
the society. All Government schemes launched
so far to provide houses to the homeless failed
to meet their objective due to various reasons,
the lack of transparency being one of them.
The Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojna, launched in

A house means a place where every facility
to lead a decent life is available; a place that
has happiness for the family, dreams of every
member of the household. The very essence
of Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojna is this only. We
have a dream of giving every poor person with
his/her own house when we celebrate 75th
Independence Day of the country
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
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Flagship Scheme

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana

Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana-Gramin
Target

2,26,98,288

Registration
1,84,75,380

Approved
1,71,00,848

Completed
1,18,21,595

Fund Transfer
Rs 1,65,861 CR

Beneficiaries are selected using parameters from the Socio-Economic and Caste Census (SECC)
and verified by Gram Sabhas. The PMAY-Gramin Scheme is linked with other Central Government
schemes such as Swachh Bharat Mission Gramin (SBMG) through which assistance of up to Rs
12,000 for the building toilets is provided in collaboration with MGNREGS or other schemes

NOT ELIGIBLE

ELIGIBILITY
CRITERIA FOR
PMAY-G

l Families which do
not own a house or
own a house that
has a maximum of
two rooms with a
kutcha wall and roof
l Households with no
literate adult above
25 years of age
l Households without
an adult male
member between 16
and 59 years of age
l Families with
disabled members
and no able-bodied
adult members
l Landless people
who are earning
income from casual
labour
l Scheduled Caste
(SC), Scheduled
Tribe (ST), and
Minorities

l The construction cost of the houses
will be shared in a 60:40 ratio between
the Central and State governments in
plain areas amounting up to Rs.1.20
Lakh of assistance for each unit
l For rural areas in the Himalayan
states, North Eastern states, and the
Union Territory of Jammu & Kashmir,
the ratio is 90:10, i.e. the Central
Government will bear 90 per cent of
the cost and the state government
will finance 10 per cent amounting
up to Rs.1.30 Lakh of assistance for
each unit.
l100 per cent financing will be offered
by the Central Government for the
construction of houses in Union
Territories including the newly-formed
UT of Ladakh

2015, aims to provide a respectable life to the
less privileged with complete transparency. In
the past six years, the Government has handed
over 2.25 Crore houses across the country.
The scheme has separate provisions for rural
18 New India Samachar

l Anyone owning a
motorised two-,
three- or fourwheeler vehicle,
agricultural
equipment, or even
a fishing boat is
excluded from this
scheme
l Individuals who hold
a Kisan Credit Card
with a spending
limit of Rs 50,000 or
above
l Families with
a member in
government service
with a monthly
income exceeding
Rs 10,000
l A household that
has a member
who is paying
professional or
income tax
l Families which have
a landline telephone
connection or own a
refrigerator

and urban settings. The PMAY (Urban) Mission
intends to provide housing for all in urban areas
by year 2022. The PMAY (Gramin) Scheme has
a similar objective for rural areas. The scheme
covers not only for the poor, needy and backward

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Urban)

Launched on June 25, 2015, the scheme offers a 30 square-metre house.

The speed of the work can be gauged from the fact that there was a need of 1.12 Crore
houses under PMAY (Urban) by 2022 and the construction of 1.07 Crore houses has been
approved so far. Over 67 Lakh houses are under construction while 35 Lakh houses have
already been handed over. The Central Sanctioning-cum-Monitoring Committee gave
approval to over 10 Lakh houses in August this year. The Central Government’s assistance
in the scheme is Rs 1.72 Lakh Crore. So far, it has sanctioned Rs 76,753 Crore. The total
investment in the scheme Rs 6.49 Lakh Crore.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR
PMAY-U
l Economically Weaker
Section (EWS) with annual
income of up to Rs 3 Lakh
l Low-Income Group (LIG) with
income between Rs 3 Lakh
and Rs 6 Lakh
l Middle-Income Group (MIG)
with income less than Rs
12 Lakh and are eligible for
Credit Link Subsidy of Rs
2.35 Lakh
l Middle-Income Group (MIG)
II having annual income
less than Rs 18 Lakh and
are eligible for Credit Link
Subsidy of Rs 2.35 Lakh
ASSISTANCE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSE
The house is built with facilities
like water, sewerage and toilet.
People belonging to EWS and
LIG get subsidy in the interest
from Rs 1 Lakh to Rs 2.30
Lakh. Rs 1.5 Lakh will be made
available for reconstruction of

own house.
AFFORDABLE RENTAL
HOUSING SCHEME (ARHS)
Often, people owning a
house in one city, have to
move temporarily to other
cities for better education or
employment. The Affordable
Rental Housing Complex, a
part of the PMAY-U, comes
to their rescue offering oneor two-bedroom sets. These
houses will be available to
migrant labourers by March
2022. Rent will be fixed by
Urban Local Body as per Local
Market Survey or operators or
organisations themselves. Rent
can be revised by 8 per cent in
two years.
WHO WILL BENEFIT
The scheme will benefit
migrants labourers, urban
poor, rickshaw puller, hawker,
people working in education
and health department and
students belonging to EWS

classes but also the middle-class people.
The Government has made PMAY transparent
with the help of digital verification. The 2011
Census has been made the basis of selecting
beneficiaries for pucca houses in the rural areas.

and LIG category. People who
have availed the benefit of the
scheme in any other city but
shifted will also be eligible
Empowering women
Unlike earlier housing schemes
PMAY stresses on empowering
women from EWS and LIG.
Under the scheme female
head of the family has to be
mandatorily made the owner or
co-owner of the house.
No scope for corruption
l The entire process of
selecting beneficiaries,
construction of houses and
handing over of the house is
transparent.
l The construction work is
strictly supervised. Fund is
released as construction
work progresses.
Digital Platform:
PMAY-G: www.payg.nic.in.
PMAY-U: www.pmaymiss.gov.in

Prime Minister Narendra Modi recently
interacted with beneficiaries in Madhya Pradesh
in a programme ‘Grih Pravesh’ where 1.75 Lakh
houses were handed over to the families under
PMAY-G.
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Atal Innovation Mission

WINGS

OF
FOR

NEW INDIA
The history of humanity is essentially
a history of innovations beginning
perhaps with the invention of wheel.
Innovations have transformed lives
of humans from the pre-historic
times to the present digital age all
over the world. India, too, has played
a significant part in this glorious
saga and continues to be so while
finding innovative ways to address its
societal problems. For economy and
development, four factors are crucial
-- Science and Technology, Civil
Society, Industry and the Government.
With innovation, India is not just
bridging these factors together but
is also writing new success stories.
Innovation is also a crucial part of
India's vision in becoming a $5 trillion
economy by 2024-25. To achieve
these goals, Atal Innovation Mission
(AIM) was launched in 2016.
20 New India Samachar

Story- 1

A

ditya Rajput was studying in Class
10 of a school in Ahmedabad. One of
his mentors met with an accident with a
two-wheeler driver who had no licence.
Aditya, along with his friends, Vimal
Maheshwari, Lekh Patel and Madhish
Parik, began working on an idea to find
a way to prevent people from driving
without a licence. They developed a
smart lock. The prototype suggests using
a working driving licence of the owner.
The system would also be connected to
an application in the user’s phone and if
an unauthorised licence is used to start it,
the owner will be alerted.

Story- 2

H

eart attack is a major cause of
human deaths worldwide. Most of
the deaths from heart attack happen
because timely medical assistance
is not available. Two students from
Best High School -- Vimal and Ronit
-- in Maninagar of Ahmedabad have
developed a wearable watch-like band
which can study the variation in the ECG
and can alert for the heart attack 30
minutes in advance. This also releases
two life-saving drugs besides alerting
nearby hospitals and relatives of the
patients automatically.

Y

oung minds are full of curiosity and have potential for innovations. However
until 2016, due to lack of platforms, stories of innovation by children were
hardly heard. Realising the potential of the young minds, the Government
launched the Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) to provide not only a platform to the
curious minds, but also motivate other students to think out of the box. These
efforts have now started bearing fruits as India has climbed to the 48th position
in the Global Innovation Index 2020, bringing all-round encomiums for the AIM. In
2015, India was placed at the 81st position in the same Index.
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INDIA: THE NEW GROWTH ENGINE
Let's understand these points, what is the approach
of creating a bridge connecting science to innovation
by enhancing innovation and entrepreneurship so that
the four pillars needed for development move forward
together and the dream of New India is realised

Atal Tinkering Labs
(Innovation at school level)

Established

Target
in 10,000 schools

Rs 20

5400, rest by March 2021
Lakh per school aid is
given

Atal Community
Innovation Centre:

l With a vision to cultivate one million children in India as 'Neoteric Innovators’, AIM established the Atal
Tinkering Laboratories (ATLs) in schools across India
l Its objectives were to foster curiosity, creativity and
imagination in young minds, and inculcate skills such
as design mindset, computational thinking, adaptive
learning, physical computing etc.
l ATL provides a work space where young minds can
give shape to their ideas through hands-on do-it-yourself mode, and learn innovation skills. Under this, students from Class 6 to 10 are given a chance to work
with tools and equipment to understand the concepts
of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math)
l AIM provides a grant-in-aid of Rs 20 Lakh to each
school for the ATL
l It includes a one-time establishment cost of Rs 10
Lakh and operational expenses of Rs 10 Lakh for a
maximum period of 5 years to each ATL
l Till July, more than 5,100 ATLs had been established
in more than 660 districts across the country reaching
more than 2 million students
l It aims to reach 10,000 schools by March 2021

Atal Innovation Mission

n

Problem

Idea

n

Solution

Atal Incubation Centre (AIC)

(Creating Ecosystem for Entrepreneurship)
include Assam Agricultural University,
Banasthali University, BHU and other
Centers private institutions' set up

101

l At the university, NGO, SME and Corporate industry
levels, AIM is setting up world-class AICs that would
trigger and enable successful growth of sustainable
startups in every sector /state of the country
l AICs were established to create world-class incubation facilities in subject specific areas such as manufacturing, transport, energy, health, education, agriculture, water and sanitation etc.
l AIM will provide a grant-in-aid of up to Rs 10 Crore for
a maximum period of 5 years to cover the capital and
operational expenditures to establish the AIC
l The applicant would have to provide at least 10,000
sq. ft. of ready-to-use, built-up space, for the exclusive
use of the AIC
l Women-led incubators and entrepreneurial startups
are strongly encouraged by AIM. So far, AIM has set
up 68 incubation centres

l Proposed focus areas include underserved/unserved regions of Tier-1/
metro cities, Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities, Smart Cities, Aspirational districts, the
North-East, J&K and Rural and Tribal regions of India
l Universities, colleges, ITIs and voluntary organizations working in the field
of science may become part for Pre-Incubation Centres in these areas
l The programme is directed to encourage the spirit of innovation through
solution-driven design thinking to serve the society
l It will focus on underserved/unserved regions of the country which at present lack a vibrant startup and innovation ecosystem
l It offers unique and incentivised solutions which will encourage students,
researchers or any individual/group of individuals to ideate and design novel solutions
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n

Atal New India Challenge
(ANIC)
l One of AIM’s primary goals is
to incentivise innovation in areas critical to India’s growth
l The innovative solutions in
the areas like health, housing,
hygiene, energy and water
can impact directly on livelihood of all sections of society
l A total of 24 challenges are
launched in partnership with
five different ministries and
departments of the Central
Government
l Under this, the innovation has
to be launched in the markets
in six months

Rs

50

Lakh

sanctioned for research, which
has to be delivered in 1 to 1.5
years

WHAT IS AIM?
Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) is Government's
flagship initiative to promote a culture of innovation
and entrepreneurship in the country. Set up by the
NITI Aayog, the objective of AIM is to develop
new programmes and policies for fostering
innovation in different sectors of the economy,
provide platform and collaboration opportunities
for different stakeholders, create awareness and
also create an umbrella structure to oversee the
innovation ecosystem of the country.
IDEA BEHIND AIM:
Former Prime Minister late Lal Bahadur Shastri
gave us the slogan of Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan.
Later, former Prime Minister late Atal Bihari
4ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS: The UGC and
AICTE-affiliated universities, colleges;
voluntary and other organisations having good experience and exposure in
awareness and promotion of Science
and Technology in the country; educational institutions like ITIs and other
technical diploma colleges.
4FUNDING MECHANISM: The centres
will be established either in PPP mode
or with support of PSUs and other agencies. The maximum grant-in-aid support
from AIM will be Rs 2.5 Crore

Mentor of Change

(World-class
training of talent)

l The programme is a strategic nation-building initiative
to engage leaders who can guide and mentor students
in thousands of Atal Tinkering Labs and startups and
incubators under programmes of AIM
l People who can spend 1 to 2 hours every week in one
or more such labs or with startups/incubators and
enable them to experience, learn and practice future
skills such as design and computational thinking and
inculcate the spark of innovation and entrepreneurship are made mentors
l These labs are non-prescriptive in nature, and
mentors are expected to be enablers rather than
instructors

Vajpayee added Jai Vigyan to it. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi took it a step further by adding Jai
Anusandhan to it. This is not merely a slogan but
the vision of the Government.
AIM has been envisaged as an umbrella
innovation organisation that plays an instrumental
role in alignment of innovation policies between
Central, State and Sectoral innovation schemes
incentivising the establishment and promotion of
an ecosystem of innovation and entrepreneurship
at various levels - higher secondary schools,
science, engineering and higher academic
institutions, and SME/MSME industry, corporate
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Human behavior has been ever
changing. It has changed during
every period and moulded itself.
If innovation stops, life comes
to a halt. Systems become
lifeless and when systems
become lifeless, life cannot be
lively. Therefore, innovation is a
requirement of every society and
every age. We need to create an
environment of innovation
PRIME MINISTER NARENDRA MODI

and NGO levels.
OBJECTIVE OF AIM
Long-term goals of AIM include establishment
and promotion of Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) and Development at a
national scale for the SME/MSME/startups,
and in rejuvenating Science and Technology
innovations in major research institutions of the
country like Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR), Indian Council of Agriculture
Research (ICAR) and Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) aligned to national socioeconomic needs.

of innovative products and solutions where the
Central Government Ministries or Departments
will become the potential first buyers. The
programme will be driven by Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO), four ministries -Ministry of Defence; Ministry of Food Processing
Industries; Ministry of Health and Family Welfare;
and Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs -- and
associated industries to facilitate innovative
solutions to sectoral problems. The Aatma
nirbhar Bharat ARISE-ANIC programme is in line
with Prime Minister Narendra Modi's initiative of
“Make in India”, “Startup India”, “Aatmanirbhar
Bharat” to fast track the growth of the Indian
MSME sector.

Hkkjr ds ekuuh; ç/kku ea=h] Jh ujsUæ eksnh vkSj :l ds ekuuh; jk"Vªifr] Jh Oy
lkFk ,vkbZ,e&fljh;l LVwMVsa buksosVlZ

pkj fnolh; cwVdSEi ds lkFk es]a ,vkbZ,e vkSj :l ds fljh;l ,tqds'kuy lsVa j u
baVVsa rS;kj fd;k] ftlds vuqlkj :lh vkSj ,Vh,y Ldwyksa Hkkjrh; Nk= gj o"kZ
AATMANIRBHAR BHARAT ARISE-ATAL NEW
fy, pqus tk,¡xsA
INDIA CHALLENGE (ANIC): To spur applied
AIM-SIRIUS INNOVATION FESTIVAL
research and innovation in Indian MSMEs
and startups, Aatmanirbhar Bharat ARISE-Atal
New India Challenge (ANIC) programme was
launched by the NITI Aayog in September, 2020.
This national initiative aims to promote research
and innovation and increase competitiveness of
Indian startups and MSMEs.
The objective of Aatmanirbhar Bharat ARISEANIC programme is to provide a steady stream

To promote innovative cooperation between
students of India and Russia, a Memorandum of
Understanding was exchanged between India’s
Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) and the Russian
Federation’s SIRIUS Educational Foundation in
2018. The AIM-SIRIUS Innovation Festival has
been organised since then to promote a spirit
of collaborative innovation, young innovators
of Atal Tinkering Labs and SIRIUS Educational

ATAL COMMUNITY INNOVATION CENTER: TO STIMULATE COMMUNITY
CENTRIC INNOVATION AND IDEAS IN THE UNSERVED /UNDERSERVED
REGIONS OF THE COUNTRY INCLUDING TIER-2 AND TIER-3 CITIES
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Innovative & enterprising India by 2030
The Central Government
aims to make India a
high-skill, innovative and
entrepreneurial country
by 2030. For this, a target
has been set to establish
Atal Tinkering Lab in 10,000
schools by March 2021. Out
of this, this unique lab has
been established in more
than 5,400 schools so far.
For this, Rs 20 Lakh is given
by the Central Government.
Its success can be gauged
from the fact that more
than 20 Lakh students
have access to this lab
today, then about two and
a half lakh children have
made some innovations or
prototypes through it

ATL Community Day

Unbox Tinkering

Tinker Fest

Tinkering Marathon

Foundation.
2018: The AIM-SIRIUS Innovation Festival
witnessed a delegation of ten Russian student
innovators and ten Indian innovators from the
best performing Atal Tinkering Labs (ATLs)
coming together for a four-day residential
innovation boot-camp at Department of Design
in IIT-Delhi in October. Five teams addressing
challenges in five different focus areas -- space
technology, healthcare, smart mobility, clean
energy and agricultural technology -- were
showcased to Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and President of Russia Vladimir Putin.
2019: A delegation of 25 students and 5 teachers
from India and 25 Russian students visited the
SIRIUS Centre, Sochi, Russia for a seven-day
research-based programme. Teams created
eight different innovations under focus areas --

Every year ATL Community Day is celebrated on the
birth anniversary of Dr B R Ambedkar on April 14 where
the Atal Tinkering Labs are not available. ATLs open up
their gates to the children from nearby non-ATL schools,
NGOs and local communities to tinker and innovate by
conducting open sessions on tinkering and innovation.
In the last three years over 4 Lakh children got benefitted
It is a teachers’ training programme for the ATLs.
Selected school teachers are trained on the philosophy
of ATL and latest technology tools. So far more than
50,000 teachers have been trained
It is a festival of creativity and innovation for school
children of classes 1 to 12. It is a two-day event where
students participate in competitions, exhibitions,
workshops and talks by eminent speakers
It focuses on identifying a problem and developing
innovative solutions that align with the National Agenda
of creating a New India by 2022. It is open to all ATL
schools across the country, which aspire to make a
difference and contribute to the school’s success in
becoming an Innovation Hub

Remote Earth Sensing, Biological and Genetic
Research, Clean Energy, Data analytics and
Frontier Technologies, and Drones and Robotics
in December, 2019.
2020: Taking inspiration from India’s
Aatmanirbhar Bharat and Russia’s Big Challenges,
AIM and SIRIUS devised World’s First Indo-Russia
Bilateral Youth Innovation Program for school
students. During this two-week collaboration
programme held between November 7 and 21,
48 students, 16 educators and mentors created
eight virtual products and mobile applications
which will solve the new global challenges of the
post-COVID era. This year’s cohort is selected
from the pool of best Russian students from
SIRIUS Centre and the best Indian students and
ATL Incharges from the Top 150 teams of ATL
Marathon 2019.
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Science

Educating Young Minds

Science Setu: Innovation to drive
development
To become self-reliant, India is bridging several sectors including agriculture and
MSME through science to give them a new and different perspective

I

nnovation is crucial for every sector. India, a traditional country in its methods, is now changing
its approach. The present Government realises
the full importance of the encouraging innovations
in making the country an economic superpower.
Thus it is aggressively pursuing a programme of
inculcating an innovative bent of mind among students in schools and colleges. Speaking at an event
to mark 75 years of Food and Agriculture Organisation, Prime Minister Narendra Modi on October
16, 2020, said the good variety seeds improve the
nutritional value of the grain. Science has played a
crucial role in such developments.
The Science Setu programme was launched
after the Prime Minister in 2014 called upon the
Indian scientists to actively involve themselves in
teaching in colleges. Acting on this, the National Institute of Immunology formulated a detailed
programme to connect itself to undergraduate colleges, working out the principles, scope and mode
of implementation in informal consultation with
several colleges of the University of Delhi. The programme was named Science Setu. So far, ten Delhi
University colleges have agreed to be partners in
this programme.
The idea was conceived in view of the shortage
of teaching resources in higher education. India
has hundreds of national research institutions in a
wide variety of academic areas, with thousands of
scientists of high scholarship competence. National research institutions had little by way of systematic teaching commitments beyond pre-PhD courses, and none at the undergraduate level.
To contribute to the national goal of encouraging
more and more bright young minds to take up the
pursuit of science and technology as a career op-
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A MORE NUTRITIOUS INDIAN PLATTER

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi gave
special emphasis on innovation in
food nutrition during the 75-year celebration of the Food and Agriculture
Organisation. He said seeds of 17 new
varieties of different crops including
wheat and paddy in India are being
made available to the farmers. He said
often the common varieties of crops
lack some nutritious substances or micro-nutrients. The improved varieties of
these crops are free from these deficiencies and have higher nutritional value.
Over the years, there has been a lot of
great work in the country in the research
and development of such seeds.
Now crops that are rich in nutritious
substances like protein, iron, zinc etc.
are being promoted in the country. Efforts are being made to ensure that the
production of coarse cereals -- Millets
such as ragi, jowar, bajra, kodo, jhangora, barri, kotki, etc. is increased and the
people incorporate these grains in their
diet. India has also proposed to declare
2023 as the International Year of Millets.

tion, the programme was launched.
WHY RESEARCH IS IMPORTANT
Various innovations and initiatives in
the field of agricultural research heralded the Green Revolution in the world in
general and India in particular, thereby
not only preventing millions of starvation
deaths but also helped countless people
climb out of the abyss of poverty. But,
the global agenda of conquering hunger
and eliminating malnutrition is far from
exhausted. Malnutrition affects close to

SCIENCE-SOCIETY-SETU FOR
AATMANIRBHAR BHARAT

To fulfil the goal of Aatmanirbhar Bharat, solution-centric Science and Technology (S&T) interventions are essential with the bottom-up approach for identifying the
problems that lack resolution and top-down approach
for solutions on issues identified to develop and promote locally-driven enterprises and services for a better quality of life. The Science-Society-Setu for Aatma
Nirbhar Bharat was launched with an objective to reach
the unreached. With effective alignment of technology,
knowledge, skills and resources at local level, the programme aims to strengthen the ‘Social Infrastructure’
and ‘Technology Driven System’ pillars of the Aatma
Nirbhar Bharat.

Agriculture and
allied sector

Social
Infrastructure

MSME &
Economic Sector

Cross-sectoral
Areas

OBJECTIVES OF SCIENCE-SOCIETY-SETU
FOR AATMANIRBHAR BHARAT

l Advancing the S&T capacity of NGOs/CBOs and
Communities
l Orienting the knowledge organisations to socially required and relevant R&D with innovation and
fostering linkages with S&T NGOs to deliver appropriate and affordable technologies with scale
l Identifying new ideas and partners for evolving
SEED schemes directed towards indigenous technologies and effective delivery mechanisms
l Creating Grassroots Innovation Centres and
workable business models for socio-economic regrowth in the rural landscape
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two billion people and accounts for around 45 per
cent deaths among children. This issue is also
addressed in the Sustainable Development Goals
of the United Nations. India launched Poshan
Abhiyaan to improve nutritional intake in children,
pregnant women and lactating mothers.
HOW THE CHANGE BEGAN
India's fight against malnutrition faces the challenge of pregnancy in early age, lack of education
and knowledge, unavailability of potable water
and cleanliness. Amid all this, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi drew upon his experience as the
Gujarat Chief Minister for taking the fight across
malnutrition across the nation beginning in 2014.
The Government started working on a war footing
by building 11 Crore toilets, emphasising on nutrition, tap water for all and providing sanitary pad
for one rupee. Now, special focus is also given on
a good variety of crops -- the bio-fortified variety
-- to improve the nutritional value of the grains.
While only one variety of bio-fortified seeds
reached farmers before 2014, now 70 bio-fortified
varieties of different crops are available to them.
KEY POINTS FROM PRIME MINISTER'S ADDRESS
l Over the years, FAO has played a major role in
increasing agricultural production, eliminating
starvation and improving nutrition around the
world including India.
l FAO's World Food Programme receiving
this year's Nobel Peace Prize is also a major
achievement. We all know that when the World
Food Program me was initiated, Dr. Binay Ranjan Sen was the Director General of the FAO.
l When India proposed the International Day
of Yoga, India wanted to spread holistic wellness to all the countries of the world with Zero
Budget.
l During the last few months of the Corona crisis,
India has been providing free ration to about 80
Crore poor.
l Till 2014, the Food Security Act was in force in
only 11 states and it was implemented effectively in the entire country only after 2014.
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NOW ENJOY INDIGENOUS ‘HEENG’
GROWN IN HIMALAYAS

A

safoetida, commonly known as heeng, is one
of the top condiments and is a high-value
spice in India. Every year, India imports about
1,200 tonnes of raw asafoetida from Afghanistan, Iran and Uzbekistan, spending nearly $100
million on it. Now, with the efforts of a CSIR
constituent laboratory, Institute of Himalayan
Bioresource Technology (IHBT), Palampur, a historical shift in farming practices is in the offing.
Farmers of the remote Lahaul Valley in Himachal
Pradesh have taken up cultivation of asafoetida
to utilize vast expanses of wasteland in the cold
desert conditions of the region. The CSIR-IHBT
brought in seeds of asafoetida and developed its
agro-technology. A lack of planting material of
Ferula assa-foetida plants in India was a major
bottleneck in cultivation of this crop.
INDIA AND FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANISATION
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
of the United Nations, a specialized agency that
leads international efforts to defeat hunger and
improve nutrition and food security, was founded in October, 1945. India had a special relationship with the FAO. Indian diplomat and Indian
Civil Service officer Binay Ranjan Sen was its
Director General between November, 1956 and
December, 1967. Prime Minister Narendra Modi
released a commemorative coin to mark 75
years of FAO on October 16, 2020, and to honour
the FAO’s spirit of service on behalf of more than
130 Crore people of India.

C V Raman

Personality

THE MASTER OF
LIGHT & SOUND
The year 1930 holds a special place in the annals of
Indian sciences as it was in this year that C V Raman
won the Noble Prize for Physics, the first Indian to do so

BORN: NOVEMBER 7, 1888, DIED: NOVEMBER 21, 1970

C

.V. Raman was born in a family of
modest means in Tiruchirapalli. Raman passed matriculation at the age of
11 and went on to complete his graduation in Physics with Gold Medal when he
was barely 16-year-old.
While still in his teens, Raman published his first scientific paper on
diffraction of light in a British journal

When a beam of light passes through
a transparent sample of a chemical
compound, a small fraction of the
light is scattered. A small part of
this scattered light has wavelengths
different from that of the incident
light. This is called the Raman Effect
'Philosophical Magazine in 1906. His
next paper, on surface tension of liquids, so impressed eminent scientist
Rayleigh that he addressed Raman
courteously as "Professor".
In 1907, Raman joined the Indian Finance Service as Assistant Accountant
General having topped the exam. But
the change of career and the inadequate research facilities in the country
failed to quieten the dauntless scientist
in him for he continued research at the

Indian Association for the Cultivation of
Science in his spare time. In 1917, Raman quit his job and joined University of
Calcutta as a Physics professor.
By the time he visited England in
1921 to attend a scientific conference,
he had built a formidable global reputation. It was on his way back home that
he made his first phenomenal discovery
which explained the blue colour of sea
dethroning the explanation offered by
Rayleigh. What won him the Nobel Prize
in 1930 was, however, the eponymous
Raman Scattering. The Raman Effect
is such an important tool for analyzing
the composition of liquids, gases, and
solids that in 1998 it was designated a
National Historic Chemical Landmark
by the American Chemical Society. Raman Scattering played a major role in
discovery of water by Chandrayan-1 on
the Moon surface.
Raman also made significant forays
in the physics of musical sounds studying the acoustics of various violin and
related instruments. He was honoured
with the Bharat Ratna in 1954. To commemorate the discovery of the Raman
Effect on February 28, 1928, the nation
celebrates every year National Science
Day on that day.

When the Nobel
award was
announced,
I saw it as
a personal
triumph, an
achievement
for me and my
collaborators...
I felt truly
humble when
I received the
Prize from King
Gustav; it was
a moment of
great emotion
but I could
restrain myself.
C V RAMAN
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PM in Gujarat

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas

MANTRA FOR NEW INDIA: MINIMUM
GOVERNMENT, MAXIMUM GOVERNANCE
Sardar Patel played a crucial role in unifying India for which he is called the ‘Unifier of
India’. Since 2014, India has been celebrating October 31, Patel’s birth anniversary, as
‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas’

S

ardar Vallabhbhai Patel was not just India’s
first Home Minister but also the ‘Unifier of
India’. On his 145th birth anniversary, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi paid tributes to him and
gave a mantra of “Governance in India@100” –
that is when India celebrates 100 years of independence, it should have ‘Minimum Government,
Maximum Governance’.
While addressing Officer Trainees of the Indian Civil Services, the Prime Minister on October
31, 2020, urged them to follow Sardar Patel’s
philosophy of serving the citizens of the country,
saying it is the highest duty of a civil servant.
IMPORTANT POINTS FROM PM’S SPEECH
lIndia is witnessing shift towards the making
of Ek Bharat Shresth Bharat; Aatma Nirbhar
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Bharat and Naveen Bharat
lUnlike the past, now modern approaches in
training of Human Resource are being emphasised
lThe Government cannot be run with a topdown approach. The inclusion of public for
whom policies are drafted is very important.
People are the real driving force behind the
Government.
lToday, 130 Crore countrymen together are
building a nation that is both strong and capable, in which there is equality and opportunity
lOnly a self-sufficient country can be confident
of its progress as well as its security. The
country is moving towards becoming self-sufficient in the various fields, including defence
lUnity of India is the power which keeps others
on their toes. Some people want to make this
diversity a weakness. India needs to recognize such forces and remain cautious
lIndia is building hundreds of kilometres of
roads, dozens of bridges and many tunnels on
the borders. Today's India is fully ready to protect its sovereignty and integrity
lNow, Kashmir has moved on to a new path of
development, leaving behind obstacles that
were coming in the development of Kashmir.
The country is establishing new dimensions
of unity
lA sense of peace, brotherhood and mutual respect is the true identity of humanity. No one
can ever get welfare from terrorism-violence.
lIndia can never forget Pulwama attack. The
country will never forget the kind of statements made regarding the incident. Recent
statements made in Parliament of the neigh-

bouring country bring out the truth. Knowingly or
unknowingly by playing into the hands of anti-national forces for your selfishness, you will not be
able to work for the interest of the country nor
for your party
NEW DEVELOPMENTS AROUND THE STATUE
OF UNITY
AROGYA VAN has 5 Lakh plants of 380 different
species spread over an area of 17 acre
AROGYA KUTIR has a traditional treatment facility named Santhigiri Wellness Centre which will provide healthcare based on Ayurveda, Siddha, Yoga
and Panchakarma
EKTA MALL displays a diverse range of handicrafts and traditional items from all over India. It is
spread over 35,000 sq ft
CHILDREN NUTRITION PARK is the world’s
first-ever technology-driven nutrition park for children and is spread over an area of 35,000 sq ft
JUNGLE SAFARI is state-of-the-art zoological park
spread over an area of 375 acres at seven different
levels ranging from 29 to 180 meters. It has more
than 1,100 birds and animals and 5 Lakh plants
UNITY GLOW GARDEN is a unique theme park
spread over an area of 3.61 acres. It has a glimmering array of installations, figures and optical
illusions
CACTUS GARDEN is a grand architectural greenhouse with 450 national and international species
from 17 countries. It has around 6 Lakh plants including 1.9 Lakh cactus plants in an area spread
over 25 acres
SEA-PLANE SERVICE is connecting Statue of Unity in Kevadia with Sabarmati Riverfront in Ahmedabad. Seaplanes have the ability to land and takeoff from water thus offering access to areas that
do not have landing strips or runways

Scan QR code to hear
the Prime Minister's
full address on National
Integration Day

Scan QR code to hear
the PM's dialogue
with the officers of the
Administrative Services

GRAND CHALLENGES
ANNUAL MEETING, 2020

S

Scan QR code to
hear the Prime
Minister's full
address

cience and innovation touch almost
all aspects of human life and have
become all the more important in the times
of COVID-19. In his address at the Grand
Challenges Annual Meeting, 2020, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi gave a clear message
that the future will be shaped by societies
that invest in science and innovation. The
meeting was to be held physically in India
but it was held virtually due to the pandemic.
“Such is the power of technology that a
global pandemic did not keep us apart.
This programme has continued as per
schedule... It shows a commitment to adapt
and innovate,” the Prime Minister said.

WHAT IS GRAND CHALLENGES
ANNUAL MEETING, 2020

The annual meeting this year was held
between October 19 and 21. It brought
together about 1,600 policymakers and
scientific leaders from 40 countries, calling
for deepened scientific collaborations in
solving global health problems, with great
emphasis on COVID-19 with an "India for the
World" framing.
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Green Energy International Solar Alliance

Solar Energy

THE CLOCK
TURNS BACK

Fossil fuels have put the only ‘home’ of humanity in
jeopardy forcing people to look back at Sun, the first
and the ultimate source of energy on earth. Green or
renewable energy is attracting attention of the world.
Countries need research and innovation to make
renewable energy much cheaper; more reliable; and,
easier to connect to transmission grids

N

ature is considered as mother in India and
the country has seen humanity as part
of nature for centuries, not superior to it.
Nothing sums up the Indian attitude towards
nature better than the Atharvaveda Sukta:
“Maataa bhoomih, putroham prithivyaah” i.e. ‘This
Earth is Our Mother and We are Its Sons’.
In Indian tradition, the Sun is considered to be
the source of all forms of energy. Solar power
can make the world self-sufficient in power and
also help to keep the environment clean. So, the
world is turning back to the Sun. In this direction,
India and France had launched the International
Solar Alliance (ISA) in 2015. This will help bring
solar power into the lives of people by making it
cheap, reliable and easier to connect to the grid.
On that occasion, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had said nations can make conventional

energy cleaner and can also develop newer
sources of renewable energy. “This is a global
responsibility to our collective future. Our
innovation initiative should be driven by public
purpose, not just market incentives, including
on intellectual property,” the Prime Minister said
in 2015. Today, solar power accounts for 2.8
per cent of electricity generated globally, and if
trends are an indication, by 2030, it will be the
most important source of electricity.
India again elected as ISA President
For a second time, India has been elected as
the President of the ISA for a term of two years.
France has been re-elected as the Co-President
of the ISA. Fifty-three member countries and five
signatory and prospective member countries
participated in the Assembly held virtually on
October 14.

We have always believed that nature does not exist for the human race, but that we can't
exist without nature. So, nature is meant to provide and nurture, not to exploit. When nature is in
equilibrium, our lives and our world will be in balance
Prime Minister Narendra Modi said addressing India Pavilion at COP21, Paris on November 30, 2015.
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WHAT IS ISA?

I

nternational Solar Alliance (ISA) is an alliance of
solar resource rich countries lying fully or partially
between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. ISA
was jointly launched by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, and the then President of France Francois
Hollande on November 30, 2015 in Paris, France on
the side-lines of the 21st Conference of Parties (CoP
21) to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change. The ISA Framework Agreement
was opened for signature on November 15,
2016 in Marrakech, Morocco, on the side-lines of
CoP-22.

From 40 nations to 68 and counting
The first assembly of ISA, held in October 2018,
was attended by representatives of 40 countries.
However, the Prime Minister said, the body needs
to move forward in the direction where these
options of solar energy do not remain confined to
the 100 or 125 nations located around the Tropic
of Capricorn rather the entire world should benefit
from it. The ISA is now proudly supported by 68
member countries, and further 20 countries are in
the process of becoming its members.
175 gigawatt electricity through non-fossil fuel
India has a set a target of 40 per cent of
electricity through non-fossil fuel resources by
the year 2030. India has doubled its renewable
energy generation capacity to 72 gigawatt in the
past four years. The solar power capacity has
also grown by nine times. Currently, non-hydro
renewable energy accounts for 20 per cent of the
total electricity produced by India. Now, India is
moving on the path to achieve the target of 175
gigawatt by the year 2022.

Vision, Mission and Objective: The vision and
mission of the ISA are to provide a dedicated
platform for cooperation among solar resource rich
countries that lie completely or partially between
the Tropics of Capricorn and Cancer. Global
stakeholders, including bilateral and multilateral
organizations, corporates, and industry to make a
positive contribution to assist and help achieve the
common goals of increasing the use of solar energy
in meeting energy needs of prospective ISA member
countries in a safe, convenient, affordable, equitable
and sustainable manner. The objective of the ISA is
to mobilize member countries, seek commitments
from international organisations and mobilize
private sector, to support rural and decentralised
applications, access to affordable finance, island
and village solar mini grids, rooftop installations,
and solar e-mobility technologies.
Activities and programmes initiated by ISA
l Six programmes and two projects are underway
covering various aspects of solar energy
l A robust pipeline of more than $5 Billion has
been developed for solar energy applications
to meet lighting, irrigation, drinking water and
productive energy requirements of the ISA
member countries
l ISA has aggregated a demand for more than
2,70,000 solar pumps across 22 countries, more
than 1 GW of Solar Rooftop across 11 countries,
and more than 10 GW of Solar Mini-grids across
9 countries under its respective programmes
l It has framed a roadmap for mobilization of $1
Trillion by the year 2030
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Cabinet Decisions

MORE EMPOWERMENT TO PEOPLE

Recent cabinet decisions will not only make local self government a reality
for people of J&K but decisions like bonus to the Central Government
employees and procurement of Ethanol for Oil Marketing Companies will
help inflow of more liquidity into the market to give a boost to the economy
DECISION: Approved adoption of Jammu
and Kashmir Panchayati Raj Act, 1989, so as to
introduce three-tier local self government.
BENEFITS: The move will help establish all three
tiers of grassroots-level democracy in Jammu
and Kashmir. It will be directly elected by the
people in the Union Territory as in other parts of
the country. There will be early elections in J & K
in all the three tiers of the panchayat, block and
district level. The three-tier system did not exist
in J & K in the pre-370 period. Thus, people there
did not have the opportunity to elect their local
representatives.
DECISION: Approved Rs 3,737 Crore bonus for
over 30 Lakh Government employees.
BENEFITS: Productivity Linked Bonus (PLB)
for the year 2019–20 will be given to 16.97
Lakh Non-Gazetted employees of commercial
establishments like Railways, Posts, Defence,
EPFO, ESIC, etc. It will amount to Rs 2,791 Crore.
Non-PLB or ad-hoc Bonus will be given to
13.70 Lakh Non-Gazetted Central Government
employees costing Rs 946 Crore to the
Government. The decision, with a total financial
implication of Rs 3,737 Crore, will benefit a total
of 30.67 Lakh employees.
DECISION: Cabinet approves MoC with Japan on
bilateral cooperation in the field of Information
and Communication Technologies.
BENEFITS: The MoC will strengthen bilateral
cooperation and mutual understanding in the
field of communications. It will serve as a strategic
initiative for India as Japan is an important partner
with “Special Strategic and Global Partnership”
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DECISION: Mechanism approved for
procurement of ethanol by Public Sector Oil
Marketing Companies.
BENEFITS: This decision will benefit
Sugarcane Farmers and Ethanol producers.
The new price fixed for Ethanol produced
from sugar is Rs 62.65 per litter. Ethanol
manufactured from 'B' heavy molasses has
been fixed at Rs 57.61 per litter. Ethanol
manufactured from 'C' heavy molasses has
been fixed at Rs 45.69 per litter. There was
a supply of 38 Crore litters of Ethanol to oil
companies in 2014 that has gone up to 195
Crore litters last year. Ethanol helps reducing
air pollution and saves foreign exchange
besides increasing income of farmers.
status. The MoC will help in cooperation between
two countries in fields like 5G network, telecom
security, Submarine cable, standard certification
of communication equipment, utilization of latest
Wireless Technologies and ICTs, ICTs capacity
building, Public Protection and Disaster Relief,
Artificial Intelligence / Block Chain, Spectrum
Chain, Spectrum Management, Cooperation on
Multilateral platforms etc.

DECISION: Extension of Norms for Mandatory Packaging in Jute Materials approved.
BENEFITS: It has been decided that 100 per cent of the food-grains and
20 per cent of the sugar will be mandatorily packaged in diversified jute
bags. This decision will give an impetus to the diversification of the jute
industry. Further, the decision also mandates that initially 10 per cent of
the indents of jute bags for packing foodgrains would be placed through
reverse auction on the GeM portal. This will gradually usher in a regime of
price discovery. This will also help jute farmers to earn more.
DECISION: Extension of Market Intervention
Scheme for procurement of apples in Jammu
and Kashmir for the year 2020-21.

BENEFITS: The Government will procure 12
Lakh metric tonnes of apples under this scheme
in the current season i.e. 2020–21 on the same
terms and condition as during the last season.
The apple procurement will be done by Central
Procuring Agency i.e. National Agricultural
Cooperative Marketing Federation Ltd (NAFED)
through State Designated Agency i.e. Directorate
of Planning and Marketing, Department of
Horticulture & Jammu & Kashmir Horticulture
Processing and Marketing Corporation, directly
from farmers. The payment will be made through
Direct Benefit Transfer into Bank account of
apple farmers.
The Government has also allowed NAFED to
utilize Government Guarantee of Rs 2,500 Crore
for this operation. The losses, if any, incurred in
this operation will be shared between Central
Government and UT administration of J&K on
50:50 basis.
DECISION: Cabinet approves Externally Aided
Dam Rehabilitation and Improvement Project
(DRIP)–Phase II and Phase III.
BENEFITS: The project worth Rs 10,211 Crore

will be implemented from April 2021 to be
completed by March 2031. This will improve safety
and operational performance of selected 736
dams across the country. There are 5,334 dams
in India with 411 new dams being built. India is
the third country after the US and China. Dams
play a very important role for power generation,
irrigation and drinking water.
DECISION: Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
between India and Cambodia on cooperation in
the field of Health and Medicine.
BENEFITS: The MoU will encourage cooperation
between the two countries through joint initiatives
and technology development in the health sector.
DECISION: MoU signed by ICAI, India and CPA,
Papua New Guinea.
BENEFITS: Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India (ICAI) and Certified Practising Accountants,
Papua New Guinea (CPA PNG), will work together
for establishing possible cooperation and
collaboration in areas of Corporate Governance,
technical research and advice, quality assurance,
forensic accounting, Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) and other subjects of mutual
interest. They will share available unrestricted
information
concerning
the
accountancy
profession in India and PNG.

October 21

October 29

Scan QR code to hear the full
address on cabinet decisions.
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Positive Approach

Changing India

A NEW DAWN FOR CHILDREN
Straws made from coconut leaves and a street library in Arunachal
Pradesh started by a school teacher are shinning examples
of out-of-box thinking

STREET LIBRARY IN ITANAGAR

A

30-year-old school teacher Ngurang Meena from
Nirjuli town in Arunachal Pradesh has set up a
wonderful street library. The innovative idea struck
Meena’s mind after she witnessed very disheartening
board exam results of students in her locality. Through
social media, she got to know about a street library in
Mizoram that had been attracting children this inspired
her to set up a similar library in Nirjuli town.
Born to an unlettered mother and a matriculate father,
she knew how much reading had contributed in shaping
her personality. So she decided to rescue students from
the world of their smart-phones and usher them into the
world of printed word. Spending close to Rs 20,000 on
books and the bookshelf, she launched the Street Library.
Meena wants children and adolescents not only to make
reading a habit but also develop a liking for reading. Her
Street Library is drawing children as well as adults. Earlier,
book lover who could not afford books were forced to go
to government libraries. This Street Library has not only
fostered reading habit among children but also rekindled
the long-lost interest for books among their parents
especially those who could not afford to buy books.
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STRAWS FROM COCONUT LEAVES
BECOME A GLOBAL BRAND

T

rue to this English adage
that necessity is the mother
of invention, Prof Saji Verges
of Bengaluru has produced
straws from coconut leaves.
They are organic, environmentfriendly and anti-fungal to replace
plastic straws used for drinking
coconut water, cold drink etc.
These
biodegradable
straws
have brought global applause
for Verges. Orders have been
placed from various parts of the
world. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has been talking about
discouraging single-use plastic.
The invention of Prof Verges is not
only strengthening his movement
but also generating employment
in the coastal areas especially for
women.

Media Corner
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has been ensured owing to the farsightedness of the architects of
our Constitution. I pray that the 'Constitution Day' reinforces our
obligation towards upholding the constitutional ideals and values
thus contributing to nation building. After all, this was the dream of
the makers of our Constitution.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
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